
【Full-Flex × Remote work OK! 】  Full Stack Engineer

Japanese Basic level OK!

Job Information

Recruiter
JOBs Japan

Hiring Company
社名⾮公開※ご応募時にお伝えさせて頂きます。  

Job ID
1410330  

Industry
Internet, Web Services  

Company Type
Small/Medium Company (300 employees or less)  

Non-Japanese Ratio
Majority Japanese

Job Type
Permanent Full-time  

Location
Tokyo - 23 Wards

Salary
5 million yen ~ 7.5 million yen

Work Hours
9：00〜18：00（8 Hours）

Holidays
120 days off a year (weekend, public holiday)

Refreshed
April 21st, 2024 00:00

General Requirements

Minimum Experience Level
Over 3 years  

Career Level
Mid Career  

Minimum English Level
Daily Conversation  

Minimum Japanese Level
Basic  

Minimum Education Level
High-School or Below  

Visa Status
Permission to work in Japan required  

Job Description

『IT Engineer/Software Engineer』
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https://www.careercross.com/en/company/detail-436264


『IT Engineer/Software Engineer』

Many projects in advanced technology areas such as full flex x remote / PWA!
Establishment in 1998, for customers in various industries
Our company has been engaged in system consulting and system development,
Became a group company of a company listed on the First Section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange in 2019.
Opportunities to be deeply involved in the field of advanced technology are increasing more and more.

CEO of this company comes from Full-Stack Engineering background. 
So, this company focus on providing a good work environment for engineer and supporting career advancement. 

In this position, from the development of Web services to the development of business applications using new technologies,
we will entrust you with the work from basic design to implementation in the front-end or back-end development work in the
advanced technology area according to your intentions.

■Job description
In a system development project using the front-end, back-end, and cloud, we will entrust the following processes according
to experience and your intentions.
Depending on your skills we will ask for design, construction, development, testing, operation, maintenance, etc.

■Required skills and experience
- Conversational Japanese (Interview will be held in Japanese)
- 3+ years of engineering experience for System development using any of the following programming languages. 

【Programming language】
front-end：React/Typescript/Node.js/HTML/CSS/Javascript
back-end：Java/PHP/C/Python/Go/Haskell
could：AWS/GCP/Azure

■Working Hours and Location
flexible work arrangements
working hour:8 hours
work remotely is OK
※If you need to go to the office to work,
You can work at either the Yokohama headquarters or the Tokyo office.

Benefits:
・Visa Support
・Company Health Insurance and Pension
・Transportation Allowance
・Yearly Raise
・Various training system
・qualification reward (There is a program that pays rewards for qualifications acquisitions)

Holidays:
・2 days off a week (Saturday and Sunday)
・Golden Week, Summer and Winter Holidays

■ Providing a less stressed environment as much as possible
This company focuses on providing a good work environment for engineer and supporting career advancement. 

One of the features of our company is that we have created an environment where we do not feel stressed. The memory of
the development standard PC is at least 16GB. We will prepare the environment by giving priority to the specifications
required by each engineer. It is an environment where you can use it flexibly if you have a Mac, dual monitors, and other
necessary software and tools. We believe that maximizing quality and productivity is important for engineers.

■ Full flex x remote work-based flexible work style is possible

Since we have promoted remote work regardless of coronavirus, we plan to continue to promote the environment even after
the end of the corona situation.

Please apply if you would like to know more about this company!

Required Skills

3+ years of engineering experience
Java, C# 

Company Description

IT JOBs in Japan ⽇本で働くITエンジニアと企業を繋ぐエージェントサービス

〜FIND YOUR NEXT IT ROLE in Japan〜
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Creating a society where people from abroad can play an active role in Japan through their IT skills. 
We support you in IT-related job search in Japan, learning Japanese language, and work VISA.

If you come from a Unicorn company or a start-up you are welcome here. We are a team with our own unique and definitive
characteristics in an agile environment.

We believe in modern solutions and a modern work environment. When you come to the office lets eat lunch prepared by
us!

There are your consultants to support your career advancement!  You can have an interview in English as well. 

・Kotaro : From Japan 

・Mike : From U.S 

・Dita : From Indonesia 

・NuNu : From Myanmar 

Working in diverse projects that are making Japan a stronger tech force from Fintech, Industrial Solutions, Media and more.
Stack is diverse and we promote internal/external training!
 

1. Backend engineering
Key technologies: Java, C #, C ++, PHP, Python, Go, Scala

2. Front-end engineering
Main technologies: HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Typescript, React, Node.js, etc.

3. Cloud engineering
Main technologies: AWS, GCP, Azure

4. Native app
Main technologies: Swift, Kotlin, etc. (Cross-platform development React Native, Flutter)
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